Razor 400 scooter

It offers a cheap, fast, low-maintenance, and safe answer for the increasingly dense urban
centers. The prevalence of cars means that roads are often congested and a mins drive can end
up taking over an hour. An excellent scooter means that with the tiny frame and ability to fit
tight spaces, you can simply flow through the traffic. These classes are based on overall price
and performance, with the super-scoots averaging up to cc capacity. Even if you know how
much comfort and budget you will vie for, there will no doubt still be an excess of choices. Our
review breaks down these millions of choices into just ten of the best scooters in Beverly ABS
was recently for a vehicle updated in to a more stylish and superb finish and high-tech form. It
is a female scooter in the sense that it is designed majorly for female users. The handling is
excellent in addition to the comfortable seat and upgraded LCD dash. Its engine performance is
so insane that it has the fame of being the most powered Vespa ever made. There are two
forms; cc and cc to offer more variety to buyers and the TFT screen instruments sport a new
colour. J comes out of the factory cheaper than both Piaggio and Vespa despite more than
matching them in specifications. Its 27bhp is adequate enough to qualify it as a midi-scoot and
its 80mph cruise offers little to be dissatisfied with. A 12v socket, lockable gearbox, and nimble
handling make it a clever choice for most. Xciting S i from Kymco is one of the better brands
made in Taiwan and is one of the best options that are kid-rated. S has a distinctly sharper look
compared to the old model and a clever Bluetooth design. There are LED lights in the new S to
accompany its ability to display on the dashboard satnav functions. It has luxury seats, plenty
of luggage space, adjustable screen and suspension, an under-seat space, and two glove
boxes. Its steel frame with the tubular design ensures it is more compact and lighter than a
scooter has any right to be. The engine is decent at 25bhp from its cc engines plus an HSTC
feature that improves traction. An adjustable, electric screen, LED lighting, improved styling,
and new analogue display easily make it the best choice. While it was initially introduced over a
decade ago and its most recent revisit was , it is still a brilliant choice. Burgman is the ultimate
luxury-maxi-scooter on the market. While expensive, its 54bhp performance outstrips most
other models except for the option from Suzuki. The dash is decent and a 12v socket ensures
your mobile can always be charged. There is no manufacturer with as much history as Yamaha
in sport maxi scooters. All forms of Yamaha scooters more often than not have affordable
landing prices including this one. Iron Max is a premium choice of the midi variant. C GT is
designed for long-distance, touring use and although unveiled just last November, it has proven
great so far. There is a cc cylinder, an A2-compliant 34bhp, luggage space, weather protection,
and keyless ignition. Sign in. Forgot your password? Get help. Password recovery. Share on
Facebook. Top 10 Best Rated Dumb Phones Pickmyscooter is reader-supported. When you buy
via links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission at no cost to you. An electric
motocross bike is a great choice for kids as an exciting gift. The electric bikes are good enough
and they serve well. There is a wide range of available electric dirt bikes in the market with
various features and abilities. The bike has a cool graphics design that makes the bike look
attractive. The Razor MX is a pretty good bike for little kids within the budget. And in this Razor
MX dirt bike review, we discussed in detail about this bike so that you can take your decision
easily. Design is the first thing that people notice. For a bike, its look and design do matter too.
The Razor MX dirt rocket electric bike has a sleek and eye-catching design. The kids love to
have a good looking bike and Razor gave this bike an attractive look. This bike comes with a
look of a real motocross bike. With the look, it seems very cool. This Razor MX bike is for little
kids but it offers a powerful motor that is good enough for great performance. This MX electric
dirt bike comes with a powerful W motor. The motor is chain driven and has a single speed that
provides powerful operation. With this W motor, this bike performs well enough. Your kids will
get the feeling of the real bike because of the extreme power output of the motor. The bike can
run at the top speed of 14 MPH which is enough and safe for kids. So, let the kids have fun
riding on this bike. These batteries are rechargeable. These batteries are powerful enough to do
their job perfectly. With these powerful batteries, the bike provides a good high-speed of up to
14 MPH. But the batteries need almost 8 hours to be fully charged. You can charge the battery at
night and the kids may have fun at daylight. This bike is powered by a W single speed motor.
The motor features chain-driven capability. Because of this capability, the bike performs a super
quiet but powerful operation. Quiet operation is the key feature of an electric bike and MX has a
super-quiet operation. The riders will get a noise-free riding experience with this electric dirt
bike, all the time. This electric dirt bike features a twist-grip throttle system just like a real
motocross bike. Besides, Kids love to throttle up while riding as it gives the feel of a real bike.
The kids like this system very much. They just love it, believe me! However, the twist-grip
throttle is a start for the next level. More so, throttling up a twist-grip throttle is fun. In this Razor
dirt bike mx review, we will now talk about it handlebars. The MX features a riser handlebars
system. This is not adjustable handlebars actually. But you can pivot the handlebars forward or

back. It will raise or lower the handlebars. This is the way you can adjust the handlebars for
your kid as needed. Your kids can ride the bike with comfort. Just make sure that they the best
adjustment possible. However, small wheels made the seat height lower which is good for kids.
And the knobby tires provide extra stability and present extreme riding experience on any
roads, even on the hills. Your kids can ride on the neighborhood hills with their friends and
have fun without any kind of trouble because of its large knobby tires. Additionally, the bike can
run through mud and water as well with the advantage of the large knobby tires. These tires
help to get a smooth riding experience. Razor MX electric toy motocross bike is constructed
with durable steel. Because of its durable construction, the bike can hold up to lbs of weight
easily. The kids can ride it without any kind of worries. Your kids can use it for a long time even
they use it roughly. Besides the key features, this bike has some extra features too. TheMX
comes with a retractable kickstand that is simple but very helpful to park the bike anywhere the
rider need. It also offers a front-wheel mudguard that gives the bike a proper look of a real dirt
bike. This bike has an attractive art-work of a real dirt bike too which is cool. Besides, you get a
warranty with this bike. The tires and the body of the bike come assembled. You just need to
assemble the handlebars. This little toy is simply a great choice for kids. It lowers or raises the
handlebars a bit. Razor has many electronic dirt motocross bikes for kids and the MX is one of
them. This little bike is powerful enough to serve the kids well. Mike Bhand is a professional
writer backed by firsthand experience and engaging study on the topic. Loving father of two
super sportive sons and a passionate sports-product writer, He has written extensively on this
particular topic. To add more, both as a kid and father; he has spent ample time with toy
transportation. You are cordially invited to share your experience that can better audience
retention of this blog. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Our Pick. Product Title. Check Latest
Price. Item dimension. Item weight. Suggested for. Adjustable riser handlebars. Large
pneumatic knobby tires 12". Weight capacity. Two 12 V batteries. Battery Type. Rechargeable
battery. Twist-grip throttle. Variable speed. Pros Quiet but powerful operation; Able to carry up
to lbs of weight; Comes with equipped retractable kickstand; Riser handlebars for convenient
adjustment; Comes with front mudguard: 24 V batteries for a better service;. Cons Battery
charging time is too long; Lack of suspension; Small in size for even recommended aged kids;.
Table of Contents. Mike Bhand Mike Bhand is a professional writer backed by firsthand
experience and engaging study on the topic. Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. You may already be aware from my summary above, but for those of you who have
skipped that to dive straight into the 14 things you need to know, it is important for you to be
aware that the Razor E is a kids electric scooter. There are so many review articles on the web
but, I felt that none of them really gave a full service and answered all of my questions when I
was buying my first electric scooter. It has been designed for ages 8 and up, and has been built
with a kid-sized deck and frame. The Razor E is a great option for beginners that have not used
an electric scooter before. It is incredible easy to use, safe to ride and will give your child
endless hours of fun. Further Information:. See my guide on the Best Electric Scooters for Kids.
As you would expect from an electric scooter that has been designed for kids, it is visually
appealing and bright in color. Some electric scooters can reach up to 18 mph. However,
considering the E is a kids electric scooter, a slower speed is preferable depending on age. The
Razor E has a continuous run time of 40 mins. If you do that math, that equates to about miles.
This is, from experience, more than enough to satisfy and entertain your kid before they get
bored and play with another one of their toys! Also, this environmentally-friendly electric
scooter is powered by a super quiet W chain driven motor which will be applauded by your
neighbors. Due to its kids-sized frame and deck, the Razor E is one of the lightest electric
scooters in the Razor range. In total, it weighs 29 lb s. Again, because the E has been designed
for kids between 8 and 12 years of age, it can support riders up to lbs. If are worried that the
weight limit of lbs is not enough, but you like the Razor brand then I would recommend the
Razor E it can support up to lbs. Above I mentioned that the Razor E is one of the lightest
electric scooters in the Razor range, weighing 29 lbs. With that in mind, the Razor E is easy
enough to carry around. However, it does not have a folding mechanism. You can dismantle the
handlebars from the scooter to make it smaller if you need to store the scooter in a trunk or
want to save space in your house, which is great, but this will require an allen wrench. Having a
scooter that is light, can be easily folded and carried is more of a requirement for adult electric
scooters , especially for commuters. As long as kids can have fun riding the electric scooter
round the neighborhood, the need to be able to fold and carry it becomes redundant. Aside from
the top speed of 10 mph, run time of 40 minutes and range of color options, the Razor E also
has:. Thanks to its robust design, the Razor E has been built to withstand the wear and tear that
would expect on a kids electric scooter. Razor are well known for their quality products and

from my personal experience, I would agree. The Razor E has been equipped with a hand
operated brake on the handlebars which can be easily pulled to bring the scooter to a safe stop.
This may seem like something that you would automatically expect an electric scooter to have
but, from my experience, some scooters actually have a rear brake at the back of the scooter
deck that you have to press with your foot to activate, seems crazy, right? One thing that not
many people know about the Razor E is that the scooter has been designed to cut power to the
motor when the hand brake is applied. Overall, you be can confident that your kid will be safe
while riding the E Instead, all you need to do is slide the handlebars into the front post above
the front wheel, and tighten the collar clamp with an allen wrench. There are so many brands
popping up selling electric scooters that it can seem overwhelming knowing which brands you
can trust. Generally, there are 3 established brands which dominate the market, these are Razor,
GoTrax and Swagtron. To put this into perspective, Razor are the worldwide leaders in scooters.
They have sold a staggering 34 million scooters 13 million of those were electric and won
multiple awards for their quality and innovation. Considering that the Razor E is the cheapest
electric scooter on the market, comes from an established and reputable brand, and will provide
guaranteed fun for your child, I rate the the E extremely highly. I have reviewed a lot of scooters
but the Razor E is by far the standout model for both boys and girls. Below I have listed 2
alternatives to the Razor E electric scooter. Both alternatives are good options for younger kids,
teenagers and adults. They are all-round models. They have a vast range of scooters and you
can often find a good deal as they have regular sales. Also, Overstock. No matter where you buy
your Razor E from, it will come with a 90 day warranty â€” so, you can be confident that you are
buying a high quality product that is built to last. That goes for all Razor electric scooters. Can I
Purchase Replacement Parts? Typically, the part that you may need to replace is the battery. Is
There an Owners Manual? Does the Razor E Need to be Serviced? Where Can I Do It? If you
decide that you would like service your Razor E to make sure it is in tip top condition, like you
would with your car, then Razor have a network of service centers where you can do this. I've
made it my mission to help people, like you, seamlessly find and choose the right electric
scooter. I do hands-on-reviews of as many scooters as I can get so I can write fair, honest, and
accurate assessments of each. Discover more about why I started Electric Scooter Insider. Find
more contact information here. Electric Scooter Insider is a professional review site that
participates in affiliate and associate programs designed to provide a means for sites to earn
compensation for products reviewed As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.
We conduct extensive research on all products that we review. We are indepently
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owned and the opinions expressed here are our own. Privacy Policy Cookie Declaration. Razor
E Add to compare. Expert Score Read review. Category: Reviews. Description Additional
information. Join our community of Electric Scooter Insiders. Razor E Award: Parents Choice.
Speed: 15 mph Mileage: Weight: 42 lbs Load: lbs. Speed: 10 mph Mileage: Weight: 29 lbs Load:
lbs. GoTrax G2. Speed: 15 mph Mileage: Weight: 24 lbs Load: lbs. Because Razor is a global
brand, you can easily find replacement parts. Installing the battery is extremely simple. All you
have to do is: Using a Phillips screwdriver to remove the six screws holding the deck plate in
place Again, use a Phillips screwdriver to remove the screws holding the battery strap Connect
the battery wire connector to the control module Screw the battery strap and deck plate back
into place Install complete. Specification: Razor E Recent Posts. Affiliate Disclosure. Compare
items. Total 0. Brand Razor. Suitable For Kids. Weight lbs Speed mph

